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Abstract—An area-efficient ASIC implementation of the secret-key cipher IDEA (International Data Encryption Standard) is presented. The design is implemented using RTL design techniques by employing Verilog HDL for both design and verification. Logic synthesis is completed by applying several different ASIC synthesis techniques to achieve the lowest possible area and the highest possible throughput. The design is based on a bit parallel approach in the submodules and a pipelined approach in the main encryption module. Basic building blocks such as adders and multipliers were designed for the lowest area/highest throughput principle. With a system clock frequency of 10 MHz the designed device permits a data conversion rate of 193.9 Mbits/sec.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm has been a popular secret key encryption algorithm and is used in many commercial and financial applications. Although introduced in 1976, it has proved resistant to all forms of cryptanalysis [1]. However, its key size is too small by current standards and its entire 56-bit key space can be searched in approximately 22 hours [2].

Lai and Massay introduced an iterated block cipher known as Proposed Encryption Standard (PES) [3]. Later an improved version of PES was introduced with the name IPES, which improved the security of the original algorithm against differential analysis. In 1992, IPES was commercialized and was renamed the International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA).

Hardware implementations of IDEA offer significant speed improvements over software implementations by exploiting parallelism among operators. In addition, they are likely to be cheaper, having lower power consumption and smaller footprint [1]. This paper summarizes a design that was initiated by this comparison in mind, and exploits the idea of a single-chip ASIC solution that provides high speed as well as the lowest possible area. Several different approaches were taken to designing such a dedicated chip. The first VLSI implementation of IDEA was developed and verified by Bonnenberg et. Al. In 1992 using a 1.5 um CMOS technology [4]. This implementation had an encryption rate of 44 Mb/sec.

In 1994, VINCI, a 177 Mb/sec VLSI implementation of the IDEA algorithm in 1.2 um CMOS technology, was reported by Curiger et.al. [5,6]. A 355 Mb/sec implementation in 0.8 um technology of IDEA was reported in 1995 by Wolter et. al. [7] followed by a 424 Mb/sec single chip implementation of 0.7 um technology by Salomoa et. al. was reported.

The work that is described in this paper was carried up to the logic synthesis stage as proposed in the specifications work. That means, the synthesis runs were carried out based on the libraries that were available at the time of the design. Namely, Lsi_10k synthesis libraries were utilized. The details of the library will be listed down in the relevant sections. Although a rough area calculation can be done based on the library attributes and a previously constructed standard cell library dimensions, the figures obtained for comparison to the previously reported work can be misleading as the numbers being used are based on pre-layout wire-load models and logic library cell descriptions. Therefore, more effort was placed on correct functionality of the design rather than physical implementation and this was achieved by applying exhaustive verification and synthesis techniques.

A complete working design was developed by using Verilog HDL. The design is a portable design and verified fully for its functionality. Although the work was carried out for ASIC implementation, the entirely synthesizable code can easily be transferred into an FPGA environment.

II. IDEA ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

IDEA is a secret-key cipher whose decryption and encryption processes are symmetric. The cipher IDEA is an iterated cipher consisting of 8 rounds followed by an output transformation. It takes 64-bit plaintext inputs and produces 64-bit ciphertext outputs by using a 128-bit key.

The major concept behind IDEA is to mix operations from three different algebraic groups. Three different group operations work on pairs of 16-bit subblocks. They are:

- Bitwise XOR of two 16-bit subblocks
- Addition of integers modulo $2^{16}$ where the 16-bit subblock is treated as the usual radix-two representation of an integer
• Multiplication of integers modulo $2^{16}+1$ where the 16-bit block is treated as the usual radix-two representation of an integer except that the all-zero subblock is treated as representing $2^{16}$.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of IDEA. The 64-bit data block is divided into four 16-bit subblocks, which are $X_1$, $X_2$, $X_3$ and $X_4$. These four subblocks are the input to the first round of the algorithm. As stated earlier, there is eight of the same round in total. In each round three of the operations are used and between each round the second and third subblocks are swapped. In the end, one more extra output transformation is applied which simply takes the outputs of he 8th round without any swapping and passes them through the operation of the first four blocks. The output of this last transform gives the ciphertext for the IDEA algorithm. The decryption process is essentially the same as the encryption process except that the subkeys are derived using a different algorithm.

The algorithm for computing the encryption subkeys is straightforward. The only operation that takes place during key scheduling is basic logical rotation. The algorithm uses 52 subkeys with the distribution of; 6 for each of eight rounds and 4 for the output transformation. First the 128-bit key is divided into eight 16-bit subkeys. These are the first eight subkeys for the algorithm (the six for the first round, and the first two for the second round.) Then, the key is rotated 25 bits to the left again divided into eight subkeys. The first four are used in round two; the last four are used in round three. The key is rotated another 25 bits to the left for the next eight subkeys, and so on until the end of the algorithm.

Decryption is the same, except that the key subblocks are reversed and slightly different. The decryption key subblocks are either the additive or multiplicative inverses of the encryption-key subblocks. (Note that this work only covers the encryption of the IDEA algorithm.)

IDEA can work within any block-cipher mode that works with DES algorithm: Electronic Code Book (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), Output Feedback (OFB), and Cipher Feedback (CFB). IDEA’s key length is 128 bits over twice as the DES key. Assuming that testing every possible key (brute-force attack) is the most efficient way to break the algorithm, it would require $2^{128}$ encryptions to recover the key. DES only requires $2^{56}$ encryptions to break. IDEA is much stronger to brute force attack.

III. BUILDING BLOCKS

Before implementing the overall architecture the basic building blocks were implemented and tested for correct operation. The implementation of the XOR and addition operations were straightforward, whereas the structure of a modulo $2^{16}+1$ multiplier proved to be the major challenge both in terms of area and timing. The design approach will be described in a bottom-up hierarchical fashion. Figure 2 depicts this hierarchy, which was not only used for design development but also defined the synthesis approaches.

A. Multiplication Modulo $2^{16}+1$

The time required for completing this operation and the area that this unit will have a significant influence on the overall performance of the design. Various methods of implementing such a multiplication unit have been investigated and compared. As further discussion of each method is out of the scope of this report only the one that had been implemented is discussed. Further details can be found in [8].

As a result the algorithm that was proposed in Meier and Zimmerman [9] which uses modulo $2^n$ adders with bit-pair
The subkey generator module and the input multiplexer using bit-pair recoding is as follows: the first 16 bits constitute the sum. Following is the Verilog code for the mod_adder unit:

```
module mod_add(sum,a,b);
parameter WIDTH=16;
output [WIDTH-1:0] sum;
input [WIDTH-1:0] a;
input [WIDTH-1:0] b;
integer i;
reg [WIDTH-1:0] sum;
reg [1:0] result;
reg [WIDTH:0] c;
always@(a or b)
begin
    c[0]=0;
    sum[0]=result[0];
    for(i=0;i<WIDTH;i=i+1)
        begin
            result=a[i]+b[i]+c[i];
            sum[i]=result[0];
            c[i+1]=result[1];
        end
    end
endmodule
```

This algorithm requires a total of six additions and subtractions, one 16-bit multiplication and one comparison. Therefore, the major component that defines the performance of this module is the multiplier. Among different multiplier structures, Wallace multiplier architecture was picked and implemented. When compared to other multipliers such as Booth, Wallace is superior due to its ability to perform multiplication in one pass/cycle. It’s purely combinational and therefore doesn’t introduce extra cycles to complete the operation, as is the case in Booth. The Wallace multiplier utilizes adders for calculating stage-by-stage multiplication results. In the Wallace multiplier design several adder units are instantiated, which have various input/output widths. For this reason, a parametrizable carry save adder was designed and this module was instantiated several times with different widths in the Wallace multiplier.

**B. Addition modulo \(2^{16}\)**

Addition in modulo \(2^{16}\) requires no special approach as in the multiplication. The same idea that was employed in the design of the carry save adder subblock was used to develop the modulo adder unit. The only major modification was made in recognizing the output. The last stage carry is discarded and the first 16 bits constitute the sum. Following is the Verilog module:

```
module the_subkey_generator_module;
begin
    assign AD=A-1;
    assign BD=B-1;

    //module instantiation
    //wallace multiplier
    walmul_16 w1(.A(AD),.B(BD),.C(CD));
    assign result=CD+AD+BD+1;
    always @(result)
    begin
        if(result_low<=result_high)
            C<=(result_low-result_high)+1;
        else
            C<=(result_low-result_high);
    end
endmodule
```

![Fig. 3. The datapath of the entire design that contains the idea_round module the subkey generator module and the input multiplexer](image)

C. Architecture

![Fig. 4. The 4-stage pipelined implementation of the idea_round module](image)
Based on this pipelined design, the critical path, which essentially determines the speed of the entire device, turns out to be the third stage block. This is due to the fact that, an addition is followed by a multiplication which results in addition of both of the combinational delays. In other stages the largest delay is either the multiplication or the addition delay depending on the operations that take place.

E. Subkey_generator module

Subkey generator is one of the most important modules as it is responsible of providing the correct subkeys with correct timing. In order to achieve this a two register design was established. One register holding the current round keys and the second one holding the shifted version of the keys. As it was explained in the algorithm section, for certain rounds the idea_round module will require keys both from the current snapshot of the key register and from the shifted version of it. The subkey generator simply accepts three clocking signals from the control logic in order to achieve this timing. Once all of the keys are used for the current round – which is not until the end of the third stage in the pipeline- the shift operation takes place and the following round subkeys are prepared within the last clock cycle of the current round.

F. Control logic

The control logic is a simple ASM with five discrete states. One of them is the initialization step at which entire device is reset and prepared for encryption cycles to start. Once this state is passed the encryption cycles start. As described earlier, there are four stages in the pipeline, hence four states – excluding the initialization- in the control logic. The control logic visits each of these states once and generates the relevant control signals, which triggers the idea_round and the subkey_gen modules to complete their corresponding operations. Each round of idea takes 4 clock cycles and the subkey_gen modules to complete their corresponding operations. Each round of idea takes 4 clock cycles (4 states). There are 8 rounds in the entire encryption. This requires 4x8=32 clock cycles. However, after the last cycle of the eight round, one more clock cycle is required to complete the output transform. Therefore, the ciphertext is ready 32+1=33 clock cycles after the initialization is entered. The output ciphertext is displayed on the output bus for one lock cycle and the control logic returns automatically back to the initialization state and sits to wait for a new plaintext input to be encrypted. Throughout the calculation period (=33 clock cycles) the output is set to be high impedance. The output bus is driven only when the calculations are complete. Figure 5 shows a simplified ASM diagram of the control logic.

After all of the major blocks, namely idea_round, subkey_gen and the control, were designed and tested for correct operation a top module that instantiates all of these as well as the other subblocks were designed. Figure 6 shows the top module snapshot that was obtained in the end of the synthesis process.

IV. Verification

The verification strategy was completed as proposed in the specifications. Each block that are described in the previous section was tested for correct operation beginning with the lowest level in the hierarchy. Individual testbenches were developed in Verilog that traverses through all possible input/output combinations; simulated using Verilog XL simulator and the results were examined by using DAI SignalScan waveform viewer for correctness.

After the verification of every block that had been designed, the major test was to be carried out on the top module, which defines the entire design. In order to complete this test, a publicly available C code that implements IDEA was found. This code was then modified in order to accommodate user entry for keys and plaintexts. Also, a facility to display the outputs was added to the code. Then this modified code was used to obtain several sets of key, plaintext, and ciphertext arrays. These values were compared with the results obtained from the Verilog simulations with the same inputs. The design passed all of these tests and functionality was completely verified.

V. Synthesis

Once the functionality of the design was verified, the design
is taken into Synopsys design analyzer suite for logic synthesis. At this stage, once again separate synthesis scripts were developed for each of the 9 major modules. These modules were optimized based on mainly minimum area constraints and secondly timing constraints. Bottom-up hierarchical synthesis technique was employed based on the hierarchy diagram depicted in Figure 2. In this technique, every module is synthesized individually with their pre-determined constraints, optimized and saved with the constraints intact. Then these optimized blocks are read in and linked on the higher hierarchy level. The synthesis engine is set to optimize the top level and doesn’t try to reoptimize the lower level blocks. This is achieved by setting the don’t touch attribute on the lower level blocks once they are optimized and saved.

Table1 and Table2 lists down all the pertinent information that was obtained from the synthesis process. Note that the only library that was available was LSI_10k and it was used for all the static timing analysis and logical synthesis. All of the synthesis work was carried out by using two extreme cases namely, the worst-case library attributes and the best-case library attributes. Therefore, the obtained results reflect the span of the possible results that can be obtained if a physical implementation is sought.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper an area-efficient hardware implementation of the IDEA algorithm has been presented. 728 lines of synthesizable Verilog code was developed which can be used in any platform to synthesize the IDEA hardware. This design utilizes a bit-pair recoding algorithm for the multiplication operation and a four-stage linear pipeline architecture for the idea encryption rounds. The entire design was developed by using Verilog HDL and the verification process proved the design to be working correctly. The logic synthesis was also carried out and the results obtained based on the static timing analysis has been listed.

The device is capable of a data throughput of 19.39 Mbit/s (at 10 MHz) for the worst case operating condition attributes and a data throughput of 77.5 Mbits/s (at 40 MHz) for the best case operating conditions. The total combinational area is 7,390 unit area and the total non-combinational area is 32,340 unit area. A unit area is equivalent to the physical area covered by a 2-input NAND gate. Depending on the technology that is chosen for fabrication of the device, the actual value of the area can be calculated by multiplying the unit area values with the area covered by a 2-input NAND gate. Therefore, the unit area give the equivalent gate count for the device.

The resulting device is not the fastest possible design. This is mainly due to the worst case operating conditions, which define the wire load models and the cell delays to be assigned extremely large values when compared to possible values that are available with current fabrication technologies. A best-case synthesis will also be run and the data obtained will be provided for comparison.
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